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It occurred to Eliza Thomas when she hit her forties that home might be "someplace you made."
A modest cabin in the woods of Vermont seemed like a good place to start. Thomas's funny,
heartwarming experiences transform the weekend cabin into a real home--a place where
Thomas paints the floor the same color as her grandmother's beach house porch; where hordes
of ladybugs come to visit one Indian summer; and the place her adopted baby daughter
excitedly recognizes as they make their way through the woods in a snowstorm. In writing that is
at once funny and poignant, Eliza Thomas welcomes us into the warm and cozy rooms of her
first real home. "A charming memoir . . . Thomas details the joys and problems of rural living."--
Publishers Weekly; "Pleasant to read, funny at times, candid and poignant at others . . . by the
end of the book, Thomas accomplishes a remodeled future built by hand, and a sense of her life
as a narrative leading home."--The New York Times Book Review; "Another back-to-nature/
independent woman story? Hardly. Which is what makes Thomas's memoir, THE ROAD HOME,
all the more enjoyable. . . . She conveys a very real, living definition of home."--The Boston
Globe. A BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB and QUALITY PAPERBACK BOOK CLUB selection.

From Library JournalAfter decades of living "in a period of transition, before life really began,"
Thomas decided it was time to have a place to call home. So she bought an old cabin in
Vermont, started fixing it up with help from her weekend friend, Julian, and signed up to adopt a
baby from China. This memoir recounts her efforts to make her new home more livable by
adding running water, adequate heating, extra rooms, and more amenities. In the process, she
forms a closer bond with Julian and prepares for the arrival of her new daughter. Facing and
overcoming various obstacles, she gains increasing self-confidence. The resulting work, partly a
personal journal and partly a mere recollection of mundane events, lacks real insight and fails to
capture the reader's attention.?Ilse Heidmann, San Marcos, Tex.Copyright 1997 Reed Business
Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From
BooklistThis gently compelling chronicle details the transformation of a dilapidated little house
into a genuine home. After purchasing an abandoned Boy Scout cabin in rural Vermont, fortyish
Eliza Thomas took stock of her life and realized she had neglected to put down any roots.
Inspired by desire and necessity to create both a viable living space and a nurturing environment
for herself and her newly adopted daughter, Thomas energetically tackled the seemingly
overwhelming task of clearing four acres of land and rehabbing a tiny one-room shack into a
cozy wilderness retreat. Along with vivid descriptions of each new physical improvement and
addition, the reader is also treated to an intimate glimpse into the author's own spiritual
regeneration. Each page of this rehabber's delight is infused with all the humor, warmth, and
love Thomas also invested in fashioning her new life and her new home. Margaret Flanagan --



This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From Kirkus ReviewsKnowing
that she ``badly needed a change'' after years of odd jobs and lousy apartments, Thomas
purchased an old Boy Scout cabin on four acres in rural Vermont. She wanted ``privacy but not
seclusion,'' and the cabin was well-situated to her tastes and needs: on a dirt road not far from
the highway, in a valley bounded by trees. ``It had power and water and a phone line and was as
nice as anything I could afford.'' Thomas, with her dog, Lily (who gets a lot of space here), and
her friend Julian, would escape to their cabin periodically; gradually, she begins to enlarge it, to
make it into a home. Like Michael Pollan in A Place of My Own (p. 126), she provides an
amateur's enthusiastic record of everything from the excavation of the foundations for new
rooms to the erection of the walls and roof. There is also much rumination on her life, on being in
her 40s, directionless, frustrated, and unhappy. Having hit ``rock bottom,'' she decided to quit
her job, move to the cabin and gain ``a ready- made sense of purpose and direction'' by
adopting a baby. Unfortunately, Thomas chooses to present Amelia, her adopted Chinese
daughter, in random glimpses and segments, so that we have the child talking and wreaking
havoc in the cabin a hundred pages before Thomas closes the book with the story of the
adoption itself. There are a few amusing passages, such as Julian's desperate attempts at
putting up a TV antenna, and some charming vignettes, such as Thomas's delight and
fascination at an infestation of ladybugs. Though often endearing, Thomas is inexplicably vague
about the time frame, the cabin's location, when she adopted Amelia, and other areas that might
have drawn the reader closer. (Author tour) -- Copyright ©1997, Kirkus Associates, LP. All rights
reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.ReviewThe Road
Home is a curious little book, at times charming, at times precious.... Although a little lightweight,
The Road Home is nonetheless pleasant to read, funny at times, candid and poignant at others
(especially when Thomas is writing about her baby). -- The New York Times Book Review, Diane
Ackerman --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Back
CoverWhen author Eliza Thomas realizes suddenly, in her forties, that she has forgotten to make
a life or a home, she thinks it's time to find an alternative to her leaky, drafty apartment in Boston.
After a few trips to the country, she finds an old Boy Scout cabin in a small valley in Vermont. At
first Thomas's one-room cabin doesn't seem like a place where she could live year-round - even
with the cabinets and bunk beds that the previous owners added. It's just somewhere to go on
the weekends for some peace and quiet. But with Yankee ingenuity and a good sense of humor,
Thomas sets about turning this tiny, eccentric structure into something closer to home. She
clears the land, builds two additions - the first to accommodate her grand piano and bed, the
second to make room for her newly adopted Chinese daughter, Amelia - and she plants a
garden. In the midst of all the construction, the mice, and the unexpected disasters, Thomas
explores neighboring woods and farmland, rescues a puppy named Freddy, and with much
imagination and a few stops at local yard sales, makes her quirky place livable. --This text refers
to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.About the AuthorElizabeth Thomas is a widely
published poet, performer, teacher and advocate of the arts. The author of two poetry collections



and one book on writing for youth and teachers, she has read her work throughout the United
States. She's been a member of three Connecticut National Poetry Slam teams and in 1998
was a member of the U.S. team that traveled to Sweden.Much of her energy and time is devoted
to designing and teaching writing programs for schools and organizations in many parts of the
country. These programs promote literacy and the power of written and spoken word. As an
outstanding advocate of youth in the arts, Elizabeth Thomas is a coach and organizer with Brave
New Voices: International Youth Poetry Slam and Festival. She is also the founder of UpWords
Poetry, a company dedicated to promoting programs for young writers and educators, based on
the belief that poetry is meant to be heard out loud and in person. --This text refers to an out of
print or unavailable edition of this title.From the Publisher"Written with a gentle, intelligent
humor...Take the chalet from A Year in Provence, switch it to a Boy Scout barracks in Vermont,
strain off the snobbery and scary villagers, and voil! you have The Road Home."--Sun Sentinel
(Fort Lauderdale)"What a wonderful writer...I loved Eliza Thomas's book from page one."--Anne
Lamott, author of Operating Instructions and Bird by Bird"Candid and poignant."--The New York
Times Book Review--This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.From the
Inside Flapspent years telling herself that her odd jobs and makeshift living spaces were only
temporary. One day she woke up to discover that they had become her life.Single and childless
in her forties, Thomas made an enormous leap: from a drafty apartment in Boston to a one-room
Boy Scout cabin in rural Vermont. There, with hammer and nails, the companionship of her
trusted dog, Lily, and the courage to reinvent herself, Eliza set about turning the unfinished cabin
into a home--and soons finds--in the beautiful baby girl she adopts from China--that she has a
family to go along with it.A story of building up and letting go, of learning to appreciate both
solitude and connection, The Road Home is one woman's chronicle of triumph--and of creating
a place to grow up again. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this
title.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights reserved.Difficulty at the BeginningOnce
again, we surveyed the bareness of an unfinished room. Light fixtures, drywall, paint, flooring,
trim, were lacking. Ready or not, I went to get Amelia. Julian built her room. I was away three
weeks. The trip was very hard; the I-Ching had answered accurately. Julian would reassure me
with details of his progress when I called with my great distress.By the time I waved good-bye to
my old life, my panic attack had grown to pure and almost unbearable terror. I hurtled through
space in an overcrowded jumbo jet to the other side of the world, off to bring back a total
stranger who would dominate the rest of my life. I thought I could see with ghastly clarity what a
disastrous venture the whole idea was. There were indeed excellent reasons not to have a
child. I should have heeded them all. I must have been crazy. I should have just quit my job
again if I'd needed so badly to change.I was traveling with three other prospective parents. We
were to be taken to the orphanage the night we arrived in order to meet and approve our new
children before starting the paperwork in another city. Reeling with exhaustion after two full days
of travel, we changed our sticky clothes, piled into tiny taxicabs, drove helter-skelter at
breakneck speeds through ever increasing poverty, on roads that seemed less and less like



roads, to the furthest outskirts of the city. It was too dark to see anything by the time we reached
the orphanage. I couldn't believe that any of this was really happening.It was the middle of the
night, the middle of nowhere. The nursery was stark, two tables and a row of cots. The staff had
handed me a small, pale, skinny, sad-eyed baby. We had an interpreter with us. This one is
yours, they said.She was so different from her photograph, I cried to Julian in my first phone
call. They had shaved off all her hair except for a bit at the top. She was so thin and looked so
strange to me. How could I love this stranger? Her head was flattened and wedge-shaped from
lying in her crib so much. She was so distant; she never smiled. Julian told me he had taped
xeroxed copies of her photograph to the refrigerator door and another on the door to her room
so he'd see it many times every day. He had set up a work plan for the three weeks. The ceiling
of her room followed the line of the shed-style roof. Where it was highest, he planned to build a
shelf to store books and toys.One week later, we returned to the orphanage for a second
visit. Amelia looked at me and screamed. She hadn't been well, the orphanage staff said. They
hovered about for a while and then brought out another baby. Healthier, they said. Take this one
instead, she doesn't cry so much, they suggested with nods and smiles of
encouragement. They had meant to be helpful.It had made me feel so terrible, I told Julian from
a world away. I didn't want to choose. I didn't want a different baby. I just wanted her to be all
right. I just wanted me to be all right. I had felt so guilty to be glad to leave the orphanage that
afternoon. From the other side of the earth Julian told me he had put in a dimmer so that the
light wouldn't bother her eyes when we looked in on her at night. My nephew, expert at walls and
drywall taping, had come up for a week to help out. Julian told me that they had made the closet
from special, fancy plywood; it looked good, he said. He had already hung up the big blue
overalls I'd bought.It turned out Amelia was sick with gastroenteritis. She was in the hospital for
a while, then she was out of the hospital, with me in one of the disconcertingly fancy tourism
hotels that we were booked in. I had no experience with sick children. I had no idea how much
to worry or not worry, so I worried about everything. She'd awakened crying five times the night
before. I walked with her all night, up and down the anonymous halls. The plush hotel in a poor
city on the coast of China had perpetual, canned classical Muzak in the halls and stairwells and
elevators: the "Minute" Waltz, "Clair de lune," and Beethoven's Ninth Symphony, all processed to
sound exactly the same. The world was insane. I hadn't slept for many days.Parenthood was
looking very hard to me. I was afraid I would ruin my life, her life, and Julian's as well, if he wasn't
careful. Julian told me that he'd finished painting the walls a light, sandy color. He and my
nephew were putting down her floor, the same wide pine boards we'd used in the piano
studio. They planned to use this for the trim and windowsills as well; it made sense, it would
bring the room together, he said.Then, one day near the end of the trip, she stopped crying. This
last hotel provided old-fashioned cribs with wooden beads strung through the slats. I heard an
odd scrabbling sound one night; I looked over to my daughter to see her quiet and alert. She
was reaching out with her long, thin fingers, kicking up with her skinny little feet, twirling the
beads around and around, solemnly learning how to play, all by herself. I watched for a long



time. It seemed like a miracle, but it was just her. Her life had changed even more than mine
had, but she taught me to trust her, not the other way around. It made me cry, and the next
morning she smiled.And oh, what a smile. She was just right, beautiful, in an interesting, funky
kind of way, with her shaved head and spiky tuft at the crown. She was calmer and eating all the
time. Already she seemed stronger. When I told Julian this, I could hear his happiness. He said
things were going very well. He had brought the comfortable rocker to her room; we could sit
with her, watch over her while she napped. He had set up a shelf in the kitchen for her formula
and bottles. He'd stocked the cabinets with rice cereal. Her crib was set up, all ready for her.I
made it through the rounds of paperwork. I found out that her Chinese name means
"expectation," "anticipation," "hope." The room was on the north side of the house; we'd been
concerned that it would seem dark and cold. Julian reassured me that her new room was shady
but that it caught the first morning rays of sun through the trees."This may be hard for a while," I
warned him from another lifetime, the sound of Amelia crying frantically in the
background."That's all right," he said.A Room for AmeliaIt took two days to travel back. Amelia
had diarrhea on the last flight; we were so tired that we sat on the floor outside the occupied
restroom and sobbed together. My seatmate must have thought we were way out of
control. She spent the first half of the flight studying lipstick advertisements, and the second half
applying nail polish. She didn't dare look our way. She didn't realize we were just mother and
daughter, getting acquainted.The closer we got to the Boston airport, the better we felt. We were
almost at the end of our first long journey together, almost at the beginning of another. A family
was met with crowds of relatives and flashes of cameras. Amelia was plastered to me in her
infant sling; we made our way through the throng, blinking at the lights, and found Julian waiting
for us. Amelia gave him her heavenly smile.* * *Julian was right; her room was lovely. I'd
remembered only how small the bare space had seemed, but finished off it was airy and open
and interesting with its high, slanted ceiling and built-in shelves. The yellow pine floor and
windowsills were golden in the indirect sunlight. It was small, but private too, and filled with the
quiet sound of the stream below. Julian had hooked up the heat to her room and put in the
prettiest of the old grates we'd collected. Amelia, newly arrived from China, liked it too; it was
just what she needed, and gradually she settled down.One of the women I'd called for advice
and information during the long wait had described to me the making of her new family. Her
partner had arrived home with their baby all the way from Peru; the adoption had been a long
and difficult process. They had been told they would adopt a tiny infant, but their daughter
turned out to be ten months old and an early walker as well. This nice woman tried to explain
how much had changed. Where there had been empty space, she said, now there was a little
girl standing in the doorway; where there had been silence, now there was the sound of a child's
footsteps. Where there had been no one just the day before, she said, now there was this small
being, and their whole world was different.We too had somehow managed to make room, and
one day there she was. Things fell into place around her. She'd lie in her little crib in the
peaceful afternoon light, surrounded by teddy bears and rabbits and beautiful quilts sent by



friends and neighbors and relatives. I moved a chest of drawers in for her and hung a print that a
friend had given me many years before: a young Tibetan monk, a child really, sitting on the
ground, playing a flute... --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read
more
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THEROADHOMEELIZA THOMASAlgonquin Booksof Chapel Hill1997For my family, with much
loveCONTENTSPrologue: HummingbirdsTHE CABINAn Introduction: Before and
AfterSomeplace Just RightThe CabinClearingWater, Part OnePeace and
QuietLilyFurnishingsMy Father’s ViolinGoldilocks and the Three BearsRock BottomThe PitsTHE
FIRST ADDITION: Room to Live InThe Basic FrameworkHope at the BeginningHeat, Part
OneWallsSomewhere to Get ToGardensFreddyJobsExteriorsAntennasWater, Part TwoA Step
toward AmeliaThe RoadTHE SECOND ADDITION: Room for AmeliaOne MorningRaising the
WallWater, Part ThreeHeat, Part TwoUsed CarsInteriorsPainting the
FloorLadybugsWaitingDifficulty at the BeginningA Room for AmeliaPhoto
AlbumHomeACKNOWLEDGMENTSTHANKS TO JULIAN and Amelia for their enormous part in
this. Thanks to Liz Darhansoff, my agent, for shepherding and guiding this book along the road.
Thanks to Elisabeth Scharlatt, my editor, for giving it a wonderful home. Thanks to Julie Marden,
friend and writers’ group, for her encouragement and clear perspective. And thanks to my sister
Abby, who urged me to write this book in the first place, for her insights that illuminated the way,
for her generosity, for her hope at the beginning and throughout.PROLOGUE:
HUMMINGBIRDSI ONCE HELD a hummingbird in my hand. I was on my lunch hour, walking
around downtown Boston, and saw it lying on the sidewalk right in front of a bank window. I
picked it up because I was afraid people would step on it. It was still alive, breathing as fast and
as imperceptibly as you might imagine a hummingbird would breathe, but otherwise limp and
motionless. I ran back to my office, holding my own breath the whole way, holding in my hand
this amazing thing, a creature the size of an almond, weightless, fragile, all shimmer and no
substance, only there it was, lying in the palm of my hand. I could stroke its feathers, feel the
prick of its long beak. I worked for a small, busy immigrants’ rights organization. When I got to
the office, I telephoned the Audubon Society for advice. “I have a stunned hummingbird,” I
started to say, when the hummingbird flew out of my hand.It took hours to free it from the office.
We had to turn out all the lights and tape newspapers to the windowpanes so that the only light it
would see would be the actual open part of the window. Work, at least my work, came to a
standstill. The hummingbird was probably terrified; I know I was. All that mattered to me at that
moment was giving this bird its freedom. But the story ended well: at some point it simply
swooped out the window and headed toward the Boston Common.A few years later, I moved to
Vermont. It was magic, I thought, when one day I saw a hummingbird there. I had no idea that
hummingbirds came so far north, and it seemed a special sign to see this exotic friend who
might have been the very same bird I rescued and then rescued from being rescued.It was also
rewarding to see it, as I was beginning to feel very disappointed in wildlife. My neighbors right
down the same road spoke casually about the wild turkeys that gathered in their field, the herons
and pileated woodpeckers, the families of baby foxes, the many deer with fawns, even the
solitary baby moose, strolling down the road one day. From my equally rural cabin, however, I
saw nothing. I know there was a skunk, because it sprayed my dog twice. There were raccoons
that got into the garbage. There were mice; oh, were there mice. There were deer that ate up the



garden and the lilac bushes, but they came only at night and I never saw them. Then one day
there was that one hummingbird, suddenly appearing out of nowhere, hovering at the apple
blossoms, flitting across the field, perching at the top of the birch tree, favoring us especially.Or
so I wanted to feel. To make sure my hummingbird would stick around, I bought a hummingbird
feeder. The stores seemed suddenly full of hummingbird feeders, and my friend Julian agreed
that it seemed the thing to do. At the time it was the only plastic thing we had, at least in the yard.
It was, and still is, a red plastic dome set in a round tray. The base has little yellow plastic flowers
glued to it. The center of each of these little flowers is a little hole, and that is what the
hummingbirds suck the man-made nectar out of. So now, instead of flitting and swooping
through the apple blossoms, appearing from nowhere, hanging in the air amid the bee balm and
lilies and roses and sweet william that we’ve planted, they generally head straight for the red
plastic dome full of one part sugar to three parts water. It definitely works—we definitely have
resident hummingbirds year after year now—but I feel sort of terrible about it (though not nearly
as terrible as I do about the mouse poison that I put out). It seems unhealthy, addictive, like TV:
no vitamins, no culture, no redeeming qualities. “You’ll rot your beak with all that sugar water,” I
overheard Julian mutter one day, batting away at a couple of hummingbirds as he opened the
screen door.The feeder hangs outside the narrow porch, on a long, thin wire. Julian had the idea
of spraying the wire with insect repellent in order to discourage the ants, but they are never
discouraged for long. So there hangs the hummingbird feeder, the air around it positively
thrumming with hummingbird life, and there, also, flows the never-ending stream of ants, making
their way single file down the long, thin, repellently sprayed wire, on their own narrow beeline to
the plastic daisy holes. In they go, and in most of them stay. After a while, it becomes clear that
the hummingbird feeder is full of dead ants. The only way to clean them out is to force water into
the top of the feeder, so that the ant corpses come flying out through the little flower holes. This
is a chore that we both put off as long as possible.There is another problem, or not exactly a
problem, since I certainly shouldn’t so glibly describe my young daughter as a problem. But she
is here, and since her arrival we have acquired, one way or another, a lot more bright plastic
objects. I sit on my narrow porch in rural Vermont on this Indian summer afternoon and see,
apart from the old apple orchard and the now-faded hummingbird feeder, one plastic yellow-and-
turquoise slide; one yellow-and-green scooter; one yellow truck with a red steering wheel; one
green-and-white polka-dot wading pool, with matching beach ball and donut tube; one plastic
clothesline with various brightly colored plastic clothespins; two headless yellow duckies (my
dog bites the heads off); and three stray plastic beads. Hummingbirds zoom about everywhere,
hopelessly confused by the bright colors, hovering pathetically over the steering wheel of the
truck, perching on the clothesline to peer intently at the clothespins. One of them—in my new
casual familiarity with wildlife I like to call him the Juvenile, because he seems somehow less
knowledgeable, less sure of himself (I am also quite certain it is a male), and not quite as sleek
as the adult hummingbirds—even poked a small hole in the beach ball.I don’t know how to sort
this all out, how, or whether, to try to explain to the hummingbirds not to be attracted to bright



plastic objects unless they contain sugar water. I can’t think how to extricate the ants from the
whole complicated relationship, either. Hummingbirds are still magic to me, and I hate to see
them make silly fools of themselves, acting like such birdbrains over plastic clothespins. I don’t
want any more plastic things myself, either. But then the other day my next-door neighbor,
surreptitiously on her way to the dump before her family could protest, offered me another yellow
truck. It was one that her children had really loved when they were toddlers. It was the kind that I
knew my daughter coveted. Now that she has it, she is full of pride, and she glows with
happiness when she climbs into the driver’s seat. How could I say no?THE CABINAN
INTRODUCTION: BEFORE AND AFTERIF I’D HAD the foresight to look ahead years ago, I
would not have imagined that life would be turning out the way it is. If I had been so clear-
minded, it would have all been different, anyway. In any case, I’m sure I could not have seen
myself at age forty-eight, living in an old Boy Scout cabin in the middle of New England,
perennially looking for work to support myself, my old dog, and my very young daughter.
However did you land there? I would have asked, a little worriedly. But I might have been a bit in
awe as well. I came of age in the sixties and was easily impressed by alternative lifestyles,
although I had little grasp of the basics.BEFORE MOVING TO my cabin, I lived in Boston for
many years. Decades, actually. Except for a few brief forays, I had stayed on indefinitely after
college, although I always considered myself in transit, in a period of transition, before life really
began. This gave me lots of leeway, I thought.Anyway, I had always thought home was the
memory of someplace you grew up in; I never considered that it might be someplace you made.
My family had moved around often when I was a child, living somewhere different every two
years or so. I wasn’t sure exactly where to say I’d come from if anyone asked; it could have been
any number of places. A chance and random sensation—a cool breeze on my bare arm, for
example, or a certain reflection of light, or some fragment of music I’d learned long ago—and I’d
be taken back in time; I’d imagine shafts of sun through a tumble of clouds, fingers of heaven
illuminating one special, lucky spot: home. It was always in the permanent past. Everywhere else
was temporary.I’m not sure what I was waiting for, but I was over forty when I came to my
senses, at least to some degree. Temporarily or not, I’d lived in the Boston area for more than
half my life. All that leeway had led nowhere; all I had to show for those years was a long series
of false starts. Time had been running out, and I hadn’t been paying attention.I DIDN’T YET
know how to piece together a new life; I just knew that I badly needed a change, and the cabin in
Vermont that I’d bought a few years before seemed a possible starting point. It was there,
available, affordable, far away but not too far; my dog, Lily, liked it, it was pretty, and it was mine.It
was also tiny and somewhat drafty and had some serious structural inadequacies. Unexpected
problems arose with the passing seasons and the accompanying cold, wet, snowy, muddy, and
dry spells. In time, my friend Julian started coming up on the weekends from Cambridge, and we
threw ourselves into the many projects that presented themselves. Working on the place took on
an interest and a passion of its own. We cleared land, planted gardens, dreamed about running
water, and fantasized about a new septic system. We learned how to build, and the house grew



bigger, although more and more strangely shaped with each addition.Our friendship changed
shape, too, along with the house, finally entering the realm of coupledom. Possibilities grew; we
could make room for a child. And major changes occurred: I signed on to an adoption program,
and after much agonizing and many delays I finally brought Amelia home.For me, preparing for
life with a child has centered around my cabin and the four acres it sits on. It really is home for
now, with memories already made and memories in the making; but as it has turned out, making
it home has had as much to do with the preparation as with the place itself. And that process,
somewhat late in life, often haphazard, always ongoing, is what this book is about.As I write this,
Amelia is here, ever present. She runs from room to room, dropping toys and clothes and pots
and pans in her wake, leaving behind surprise bags of miscellany. So she is here in this book as
well from the very beginning, turning up at odd moments, at one age or another. She insists on
this, and she is probably right.SOMEPLACE JUST RIGHTI BOUGHT THE cabin eight years
ago. I had some money that my aunt had left me, and it was making me very anxious and guilty; I
worried that I would fritter it away. So I decided to buy some land with it, a little house maybe. It
would be a wise and wonderful thing to do. One long, late summer that stretched into fall, I set
out to find one within my means and drove with Lily all through northern New England.It was our
quest, and our recreation too. Every weekend I would pick at random a region of one state or
another, and off we’d go. I became uncharacteristically brazen about stopping into real estate
offices in small towns, where Lily and I would pile into the salesperson’s car to be driven to
whatever property was cheap enough to consider. It was a little like hitchhiking in the good old
days, only without the terrible fears and anxiety.It was also interesting. I would start each drive
knowing nothing, and at the end I would have learned something I’d never expected. I’d know
that the salesman used to be a bank executive but had burned out and moved his entire family to
this tiny town, all the way from New Jersey. Or that the saleswoman had taken up real estate that
very same year. She hoped to make a bundle but, more important, also hoped to have enough
free time to get to know her teenage son, from whom she felt estranged and with whom she had
just started skydiving lessons. Another admitted that he liked getting to know people, but not
very intimately or for very long, and that was why this job was perfect for him: we’d all get out of
his car at the end of the day. I learned that it cost a small fortune to bring electricity to anywhere
off the path not already beaten by electric companies. I learned that the words “cozy” and
“quaint” in real estate ads really meant “claustrophobic” and “dilapidated.” If the ad didn’t mention
where the house was, it generally meant that the house was two feet from a main road.
“Convenient location” meant basically in the main road.I learned a lot about my own taste and
needs. I liked trees, but at a distance. I liked the smell of manure and the look of cows. I found
that views of small white villages with church steeples gave me deep and anxious melancholy,
especially in the fall, like some distant, ancient, very sad memory; but whose memory, or of
what, I could not say. Houses in the woods reminded me, also unhappily, of Robert Frost poems.
On the other hand, I loved the shape of the land, the mounds of hills, the open pastures and
narrow valleys. I loved the summer smells and the green everything and everywhere of the New



England countryside, so much beauty and life piling into such a short growing season. I did not
let myself consider the New England winter. I learned that I wanted power and water and most
definitely a phone line, privacy but not seclusion. Beyond those requirements, I didn’t know what
I was looking for. Someplace to live? Someplace to camp? Someplace to build? I had no real
idea.The first property we saw was a cozy and quaint three-room cabin in a remote area of the
Northeast Kingdom. It was on a dirt road, and it listed dramatically to one side. It was homebuilt,
the rooms were tiny and dark, and the ceiling was unnaturally low, as if they had run out of wood
when they were building it. Near an up-and-coming ski resort, the location alone was worth the
price, or so the real estate salesman, who wrote poetry in his spare time, said without much
conviction.The second property was a two-room structure nestled in a huge cloud of mosquitoes
near an established resort lake, owned by a very young couple who were obviously frantic to sell
it. There was a toilet sitting in the front lawn, which I asked about. “Ah,” they said. We all stood
around for a while, swatting away at mosquitoes, awkward and polite. I could hear the
speedboats right from the front door.We saw a homemade log cabin powered by six car
batteries all in a row in the middle of the woods. “Entering God’s Country,” warned a sign on the
road. We saw a mobile home on five beautiful acres near nothing in particular. It was squat and
green and undeniably ugly, but it had a certain charm as well as a beautiful old white clapboard
shed. Taking that as a cue, I sought other old clapboard structures, was shown a wonderful
schoolhouse at the end of a dirt road (too expensive) and an old post office right on a main road,
with a mail slot from the living room right to the bathroom (also too expensive). We went on a
spree of seeing anything and everything: hunting camps way too far in the woods; strange,
lopsided houses whose inner core would reveal a battered old trailer; old capes whose floors
and roofs had rotted completely through; hilltop huts with spectacular views and nothing else;
and one inaccessible plot of once-cleared land with a big pile of old timber—the original barn.I
was lucky: by the fall I wound up with someplace just right, a one-room cabin on four acres in a
small valley. The cabin was little and set up on cinder blocks; it was a place to live in or camp at
or build or rebuild, so I didn’t have to decide right away which it would be. It was on a good dirt
road not too far from the highway, and it even had a small willow tree. The four acres were an
overgrown hillside of unkempt old apple trees, edged by a hemlock grove and a line of maple
trees on one side and a hemlock forest on the other. It had power and water and a phone line
and it was as nice as anything I could afford. It seemed like now or never, and so I bought it,
using up most of my money. And that is why I’m here.Because it is in a small valley and because
the boundary is all trees, when I stand on my porch in the full leaves of summer I can truthfully
say, “Everything I see belongs to me.” I do not have long views, see no sad steeples. When I first
started coming on weekends, I would walk around in wonder as I fell in love with the place.
Sometimes I’d actually lie on the ground facedown and hug it; I loved that it was mine. Someday
all this will be yours, I’d tell Lily. Now, years later, I say the same to Amelia, saving Lily her favorite
place under the nearest apple tree.• • •HERE COMES AMELIA now. She is just two years old,
and very proud of herself. She has reached the stage of having many strong and conflicting



opinions. She is vehement, if unintelligible, about what she wants to eat, what she wants to eat it
in, where she wants to sit, where she wants me to sit, and what she wants to wear. Lately, it is
string cheese and grapes in a blue cup on the porch, dressed in polka dots. I sit on the porch
with her, and Lily gets some string cheese, too.My daughter has straight, flyaway hair that she
hates to have washed. Sometimes it’s quite sticky. When she smiles, it is with all her heart and
soul. She is rather slight but has caught up to well within the curve on the growth chart my
pediatrician gave me as a reference. Her day care teachers recently had individual conferences
with the parents, providing a personalized chart for each child. Amelia’s included “great sense of
humor” and “loves scarves.”THE CABINAS FAR AS I know, the cabin we live in was originally a
Boy Scout cabin, thirteen feet wide, thirty-two feet long. The first owner moved it to this piece of
land twenty-five years ago from a Boy Scout troop campground in New Hampshire. He had
sawed it in half somehow and brought it in two trips on a flatbed trailer truck. And so it became a
hunting camp for a while, providing shelter from the wind and rain but little else. Sometime later,
an out-of-state “flatlander” passing down this dirt road one day fell in love with the place, and on
impulse he made an offer and bought it. Handy as a carpenter, he insulated it all around, then
lined the entire inside with rough wood paneling. He built cabinets for a kitchen area, shelves for
the bathroom corner, and two rows of bunk beds down half of one wall. A spring well was dug up
the hill, and something of a septic system installed. He covered up the dingy shiplap siding with
rustic board-and-batten, screened in the narrow front porch, framed in a small skylight,
reshingled the roof, and put in a shiny new stovepipe chimney for a woodstove. With running
water, toilet, shower, electric power, and phone, voilà! It was a luxurious weekend getaway for
family and friends.Eventually it again changed hands, bought by more flatlanders, a young
couple who moved up and lived for a year in this one-room cabin with their newborn daughter.
They added their own touches of home: wall-to-wall carpet for the living and sleeping area,
linoleum for the kitchen, a new refrigerator, a propane heater to replace the authentic but
unreliable woodstove, an improved water heater for the corner bathroom. They stuffed insulation
around the cabin’s base and undersides, strengthened its footings, devised various systems to
keep the pipes from freezing, expanded the septic system. Then they started to build a much
bigger house down the road.Thus, by the time that I, yet another flatlander, bought it, the
structure was something more than a camp, something less than a house. It seemed perfect
both for what it was and for what it was not, although now, after eight years, it looks quite
different. My first and second additions, off its back, provide living and sleeping space, so I’ve
gradually expanded the kitchen to fill most of the original cabin. I’ve added army-grade counters
and cabinets I found at a building salvage store. I’ve dismantled the bunk beds and set two of
them upright to stand as ready-made walls for a closet; the other two are somewhere in the
shed. At some point, I put down yet another floor.A Boy Scout cabin is not at all what I dreamed
of owning, but it has its appeal. The rough wood paneling provides a kind of rosy glow in the
cabin, and people look especially good in its warm colors. Stubborn blemishes and the harsher
signs of age are all softened somewhat, or so I like to think when I look in the bathroom mirror.



Maybe this is just another way of saying that it is rather dark inside, which it is, but I still see a
benevolence in its soft shadows. It has nice acoustics, too, dampened gently by the wooden
walls and the low ceiling. It feels quite safe and comfortable inside.Overall, however, it is not
strikingly beautiful, or interestingly old, or very convenient. With each passing year its drawbacks
accumulate; it gets draftier and leakier all the time and the floor bounces and shakes even with
Amelia’s light step. After all its transformations, its dimensions are still more suitable for a small
child than for the average adult: the walls are a scant five feet high, the roof rises to a shallow
peak, and the windows are small and so low that most people have to sit down in order look
through them.
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Nancey E. Carroll, “A true story, a true adventure, a true voice. Eliza Thomas writes this book
with so much of herself in it that I felt as if she was a friend of mine, sitting out on the porch telling
me her story. I honestly laughed out loud, was touched by her memories of her father, and was
saddened right along with her at her frustrations at finding a suitable job, and apartment. This
book will tickle you. After reading this book I could not believe that I did not actually know this
woman, and had not shared in her laughter and pain. The only thing wrong with this book is that
it isn't long enough.”

Raine, “SO GOOD I OWN IT!. From all the books I checked out at the library, this is the first that I
had to own. This book is so New England you can't help but laugh out loud. She has guts AND
the ability to laugh at her own stupidness. Any one who does not get a chuckle out of this book
needs to loosen up in life and stop and smell the roses. I wish I had half the gall that she has to
make life the way she has, and I wish I knew her.”

The book by Eliza Thomas has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 9 people have provided feedback.
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